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Hybrid Doge
The Next Generation Doge Token

INTRODUCTION
Hybrid Doge is a deflationary DeFi token on Binance Smart Chian.
That charges 12% tax on each buy and sell transaction. This tax
benefits the project as a whole by
adding 5% of each transaction is automatically added to the
liquidity pool, 5% of each transaction will be automatically given
to the token holder and 2% token sent to the burn address to
make that the token price is always increasing and succeed in the
long term. Another major purpose
of the tax is to prevent large token holders from buying and
selling quickly and damaging the price.
This almost always affects small token holders and we want a fair
token for everyone.

Mission
Our mission is to create
the Hybrid Solution for
making money on Meme
Coin. It is intended to
create high priced Doge
Coin with very low supply
of only 10 Million and 2% of
supply burn/decreased on
every transaction. So
token price will be
increasing on every
transaction.

Vision
Hybrid Doge believe in the future
of blockchain and aims to make
the interplay of blockchain more
practical by making money on
meme coin for all kinds of
blockchain interactions.
And We have a vision of creating
Hybrid Staking, Hybrid Defi and
Hybrid Blockchain in the future.

Pre-Sale and Launch
Our main focus in pre-sale and launch will be create a level playing field for all involved. The
minimum trading limit will be 0.05 BNB and the maximum limit will be 5 BNB.
Our pre-sale will be hosted on the DxSale platform with a maximum contribution of 150BNB
softcap and 300BNB hardcap. However, we created pre-sale buyers to get more benefit, so
we made public list price will be higher than the pre-sale price.
70% of the liquidity from the Pre-Sale will be added to the PancakeSwap liquidity pool and
locked for 6 months.
We purposefully did not hold extra-large developer token wallets that could easily
manipulate the price or rug pull, so people can trust the project going forward. After the
successful launch of PancakeSwap, we will start to rise with Hybrid Doge by building a strong
community. That's why the contract is completely decentralized and 100% community driven,
with no backdoors or hidden ownership.
All tokens that were not transferred through DxSale either by PreSale or the liquidity pool will
be burned, it will decrease the total supply.
We will consult with multiple audit firms for further assurance on the vulnerabilities of the
contract.

Liquidity Pool Algorithm
Part of the core logic of the Hybrid Doge contact is an automatic
liquidity pool algorithm.
5% of each buy and sell is accumulated and then added to the
Pancakeswap liquidity pool.
One of the core aims is to reduce the price impact when larger wallets
decide to sell their tokens at any point in time.
Having this algorithm in place, in theory, helps reduce the large price
fluctuations that can be seen in other tokens.
In short, the tokens and BNB added to the liquidity pool creates
stability and an increased price floor.

Deflationary
Due to the nature of 5% of each transaction being passed on to Hybrid Doge holders this
has the side effect of causing the token to be deflationary. The largest “holder” is a dead
wallet where 2% of each transaction will be burned. Since this wallet is not excluded from
reflections,
A proportion is added to the burn wallet thus decreasing the circulating supply slowly over
time. The tokens in the dead wallet are completely inaccessible and are effectively burned.
A benefit to Hybrid Doge holders is that lowering the circulating supply, when demand is
high enough, can increase a price of the token over time.
Deflation of the circulating supply happens at a safe rate and in short promotes growth.

HDOGE Token Details
Website : https://hybriddoge.com/
Name
: Hybrid Doge V2
Symbol : HDOGE
Decimals : 9
Type
: BEP20
Network : Binance Smart Chain
Contract Address : 0x9E8bD931610b71Fc4e2190D6102fb510e4995546
Maximum Supply : 10,000,000 (10 Million)
Total Supply:
: 10,000,000 (10 Million)
BSC Scan Link:
https://bscscan.com/token/0x9e8bd931610b71fc4e2190d6102fb510e4995
546

HDOGE Airdrop
Title

: Airdrop

Token : Hybrid Doge (HDOGE) Airdrop Round1
Airdrop Start Date

:

15 Aug 2021 12:00 UTC

Airdrop End Date

: 30 Sept 2021 12:00 UTC*

Apply Location

: Hybrid Doge Official Twitter Page

Claim Airdrop

: Hybrid Doge Team Distribute the rewards

Tokens Allocated to Pool

: 1, 000,000

Supply in Percentage

: 10% of Max Supply

We will conduct many rounds of airdrop.

HDOGE Presale
Title
Sale Start Date
Sale End Date
Sale Location
Fixed Sale Price
Funding Methods
Spend Limit
Softcap
Hardcap
Supply for Sale
Supply in Percentage

: Presale
: 12th Sept 2021 8:30 UTC
: 15th Sept 2021 8:30 UTC
: https://dxsale.app/
: 10,000/BNB
: BNB
: 0.05 BNB to 5 BNB
: 150 BNB
: 300 BNB
: 3,000,000
: 30% of Max Supply

Unsold tokens from Presale will be burned immediately after the sale is over.

HDOGE Listing Details
Title
: PancakeSwap Listing
Listing Date
: 15 Sept 2021 9:30 UTC
Exchange
: https://exchange.pancakeswap.finance/
Initial Liquidity : 70%
Price
: 5000/BNB
Liquidity Pair
: HDOGE/BNB
Liquidity Lock Period : 6 month
Conditions Apply:
*HDOGE Listing will take place during the specified period
The listing price may vary depending on the success of the presale
A presale is considered a success if the soft cap is reached.
if the Hard cap is reached early, Pancakeswap Listing also will be early.

Tokens Distribution
Presale (30%)
Public Sale (30%)
Initial Burn (10%)
Airdrop (10%)
Team (10%)
Development (5%)
Bounty (5%)

Funds Allocation
Initial Liquidity (70%)
Product Development (10%)
Marketing & Sales (10%)
Legal Expenses (5%)
Overhead Expenses (5%)

Roadmap 2021-22
Q2 & Q3 – 2021
Hybrid Doge born
Website launch
Social media account creation
Smart Contract Audit
Pre Sale
Listing on Pancakeswap
Coinmarketcap and Coingecko
listing
Marketing Push
Listing on CEX
Enable simple “Stake and Swap”
Functionality on Site

Q1 & Q2 – 2022
Launching” Brand New Website”
Launching “Hybrid Swap”
Launching “Hybrid DeFi and Farming”
Planning for “Hybrid DEX” Launch
Planning for “Hybrid NFT” Launch
Planning for “Hybrid TOOLS” Launch
Planning for “Hybrid Blockchain” Launch

Hybrid Doge Family:
With the Hybrid Doge Family, anything is possible. Every
community member should feel appreciated, heard,
respected, and valued.

Join the Family
Telegram

: https://t.me/HybridDogeToken

Twitter

: https://twitter.com/Hybrid_Doge

Reddit

: https://www.reddit.com/r/hybriddogetoken/

Facebook:

: https://www.facebook.com/hybriddogetoken

YouTube

: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC5kP8n_myIaRl1ju3J9IrJA/

Medium

: Coming Soon

Contact Hybrid Doge:
General Enquiries
For Marketing,

: admin@hybriddoge.com

Advertising,
and Media inquiries
Support Team

: admin@hybriddoge.com
: support@hybriddoge.com

Legal Disclaimer
The information provided on this website does not constitute investment advice, financial advice,
trading advice, or any other sort of advice and you should not treat any of the website’s content as
such. The Hybrid Doge team does not recommend that any cryptocurrency should be bought, sold,
or held by you. Do conduct your own due diligence and consult your financial advisor before
making any investment decisions. By purchasing Hybrid Doge Token, you agree that you are not
purchasing a security or investment and you agree to hold the team harmless and not liable for any
losses or taxes you may incur. You also agree that the team is presenting the token “as is” and is
not required to provide any support or services. You should have no expectation of any form from
Hybrid Doge Token and its team. The team strongly recommends that citizens in areas with
government bans on Crypto do not purchase it because the team cannot ensure compliance with
your territories regulations. Always make sure that you are in compliance with your local laws and
regulations before you make any purchase.

